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Celebrities in black and white dominate the walls of The Bar & Lounge at Hotel Bel Air with 
iconic imagery captured by film and photography legend Norman Seeff 

The larger-than-life installation of oversized black-and-white celebrity images captured by 
renowned photographer/videographer Norman Seeff adds a towering visual dimension to the 
popular Bar and Lounge at Hotel Bel-Air. The stunning images are the result of several exclusive 
1980s photo sessions which Seeff conducted with the world’s most creative innovators and 
entertainers.  

The captivating photo murals feature iconic black-and-white portraiture of Tina Turner, Mick 
Jagger, Ray Charles, John Belushi, Cher, and a then up-and-coming Steve Jobs, all dominating 
full portions of interior walls within the bar. This is the first time that Seeff is exhibiting has 
exhibited his work at a venue of this kind and showcasing his work in a hotel setting. 

“It is an honor and a thrill to feature the remarkable work of Norman Seeff at Hotel Bel-Air,” 
said Denise Flanders, the hotel’s general manager. “From his masterful portrayal of rock and roll 
royalty to his stunningly visual reminder of the genius of Steve Jobs, Norman Seeff’s work is 
certain to be an unforgettable visual highlight of any guest’s visit to the bar.” 

The stunning images are the result of several exclusive 1980s photo sessions which Seeff 
conducted with the world’s most creative innovators and entertainers. Long acclaimed as a 
master of rock and roll photography, Norman Seeff’s work has resulted from three decades of 
celebrity photo sessions -- sessions which became legendary events in the 1980s, and which 
continue to this day. Seeff’s images have been featured on the covers of TIME Magazine, 
Rolling Stone, Esquire, Andy Warhol’s Interview Magazine and more.  His photo genius was 
also behind Apple’s famous “Think Different” campaign and the photographic back cover of 
Walter Isaacson’s recent biography of the late Steve Jobs.  
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For additional information about Hotel Bel-Air, please contact: 

Hotel Bel-Air 
Director of Communications 
Brittany Williams 
Tel: 310.887.2595 Email: Brittany.williams@dorchestercollection.com  

 
Notes to the editor: 

 

Dorchester Collection 

Dorchester Collection is a portfolio of the world’s foremost luxury hotels in Europe and 
the US, each of which reflects the distinctive culture of its destination. By applying its 
unrivalled experience and capability in owning and operating some of the greatest 
individual hotels, the company’s mission is to develop an impeccable group of the finest 
landmark hotels through acquisition as well as management of wholly-owned and part-
owned hotels, and to enter into management agreements. 

The current portfolio includes the following hotels: The Dorchester, London; 45 Park 
Lane, London; Coworth Park, Ascot, UK; Le Meurice, Paris; Hôtel Plaza Athénée, Paris; 
Hotel Principe di Savoia, Milan; Hotel Eden, Rome; The Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly 
Hills; and Hotel Bel-Air, Los Angeles. dorchestercollection.com 
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